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Fate apocrypha mordred death

Alert! There will be games for Destiny/Apocrypha! Destiny/Apogrifa begins with a narrative of Sieg. What the story of Destiny/Apotrifa is about, he explains. This is simply the story of the boy who granted his wish. Aspirations will definitely play a major role in this anime, with each character wishing to almost define his personality. This, of course, includes the
khadem-master pair of Meard and Kyrie. The pair of characters were easily made for some of the most entertaining anime moments, but also had some of the character's best arcs in this anime. Both of these characters have wished, although their true aspirations are not the ones they originally explained. With his anger at being rejected by King Arthur and
stripped of the throne, Caseard was willing to have a chance to challenge the sword of choice. Kyrie wanted to continue her ranks. Both of these are just illusions that they put in place so that they don't have to deal with their true desires, which seem far more unattainable. Aboutdard's true ambition was to ease the burden of being king on his father's
shoulders. His father was a slave to their people and was never allowed to be friends with anyone. He was very lonely and Ard wanted to replace his father. He was driven by greed and forgotten this wish. Kyrie Shishigo just wanted her stepdaughter back, who died of her family's curse when she tried to pass on her magic crown. Given that both died after the
fight against Semiramis, and failed to reach the Holy Grail, you would think they couldn't grant their wish. But strangely, they somehow granted each other's dreams. Not exactly the way they wanted to, but close enough. Kyrie wanted her daughter back, but her time with Merdard was like a father and their child. It's very clear that they had a lot of closeness to
each other and they really enjoy their time together. In a way Kyrie was able to be a father, and having Caserd as a maid was like having a daughter. For this reason, Aboutrd was able to fulfill his dream in some way. He wanted to make his father alone, but instead did the same for Kyrie. Only by being a servant of her master, and playing her daughter for the
duration of the show, was she able to reduce Kyrie's loneliness since her daughter's death. And that's what I find so beautiful about their character arc. They may have lied to themselves about what they really wanted, but by the end of the story they were able to grant their wish and that's what Destiny/Apotrifa really is about. This really made your death
scene feel much more impressive. That's what made these two pairs of my favorite master maids in the Destiny franchise, and why I really love these characters. Thanks for reading this short where I explain why I really love this pair and arch their character. And remember. The best girl is. Wikipedia list article Fate/ApocryphaPromotional artwork for the
Bluray box of Fate/Apocrypha.Country of originJapanNo. From episode 25Release Orginal NetworkTokyo MX, BS11, GTV, GYT, MBSOriginal releaseJuly 2 (2017-07-02) –December 30, 2017 (2017-12-30)Chronology Season← PreviousFate /stay night: Unlimited Blade Works (TV series) Next →Today's Menu for the Emiya Family (ONA)Fate/Extra Last
Encore Fate/Apocrypha is an anime television series based on the light novel series of the same title written by Yūichirō Higashide and illustrated by Ototsugu Konoe. Set in a world parallel to destiny/night stay, where the Holy Grail was found during the Third Holy Grail war and was then taken to Romania. It offers a war fought by two red and black factions,
each of which seven servants have been summoned by seven masters. The black wing consists of mages from the Romanian Yggdmillenia magi family, while members of the red wing are sent by the clock tower to win the Holy Grail from Yggdmillenia. Jam also summons an additional class-ruling servant whose job is to mediate conflict. It is the sequel to
2013's Guardians of the Galaxy and the third installment in the DC Extended Universe. The series first appeared on July 2, 2017 in Tokyo MX and other channels, and was performed for 25 episodes. [1] [2] [3] Written by Yūichirō Higashide, with character design by Yūkei Yamada. The music for the series was composed by Masaro Yokoyama. [4] The series
also aired on Netflyers in Japan. [5] Outside Japan, the series premiered on Nat Flynns on November 7, 2017. [6] From Episodes 1–12, the first opening theme of Eiyū: Unmei no Uta (Japanese: 英雄 運命の詩 Heroes: Song of Destiny) is an Egoist work while the final theme is Désir (Desire) by Garnidlia. [7] Désir is also used as the end theme for Episode
25. From episodes 13–24, the second opening theme is LiSA's Ash, while Koe's final theme is the Aska effect. [8] List number section. Title Original air date 1Apocrypha: The Great Holy Grail WarTranscription: Gaiten: Seihai Taisen (Japanese: 外典:聖杯⼤戦)July 2, 2017 (2017-07-02) Kairi Sisigou is summoned to the clock tower by Rocco Belfban, who
informs him that Darnik Preston Yggdmillennia went rogue, claiming he has the Holy Grail stolen from Fuyuki during the Third Cup war and announcing his intention to form a new Mage Association in direct conflict with the clock tower. Knowing that the Yggdmillennia group has already summoned servants to fight for them, the clock tower decided to activate
an emergency system in the Great Cup, triggering the Great Holy Grail war. Seven Red Masters representing the Clock Tower will go up against seven black Masters representing Yggdmillennia in a team battle rather than free for all of the regular Holy Grail battles. Sisigou accepts bid to become a red master Receives a piece of round table as its catalyst.
Meanwhile in Romania, Darnik is aware of the clock tower's plans and, with the help of Oichibron, begins to build an army of gullies, while his comrades summoned their servants. Sisigo then arrives in Romania, performs the summons ritual and calls Caserd. Elsewhere a girl claims to be Joan of Dark appears. 2The Appearance of the SaintsTranscription:
Seijo no Shuttatsu (Japanese: 聖⼥の出⽴)July 9, 2017 (2017-07-09) Jeanne d'Arc is summoned to Romania as a Ruler-class servant, tasked to ensureing that the Holy Grail War proceeds as intended. Jane goes to the battlefield after having a short flashback of burning in danger. Meanwhile, the black faction is revealing that Astolefo, Chiron, The
Frankenstein Monster, Siegfried, Oykbron, Vlad Taps III and Jack the Ripper. Sisigo introduces himself as Ardard, and realizes that he wants the cup to get a chance to pull Calibren, thus proving his worth to succeed his father King Arthur. The two then go to the local church to meet Shiro Kotomin, the priest and leader of the Red Faction Defacto. Shiro
reveals that his maid is Semiramis, but Sisigo refuses to reveal Aboutdard's identity and goes and plans to act on himself since neither he nor Ardard trusted Shiro. Speier then arrives and informs Shiro that Spartacus disobeyed orders and moved alone to attack the fortress of Igdminia. That night, Cissigo and Edard encountered a Yggdmillenia patrol,
destroying it, and Cissigo and Ard are mutually influenced by each other's combat abilities. In the church, Shero orders Carna to assassinate Jeanne, for fear of interfering with her plans. 3. Arukidasu Unmei (Japanese: 歩き出す運命)16 July 2017 (2017-07-16) Karna attacks Jean while traveling to Trifas, but Siegfried and Gordes intervene. Both Karna and
Siegfried are fighting each other in a stalemate, and Karna voluntarily withdraws. Siegfried has a flashback to his past and death during the battle and wonders what he really dreams of. Gordes then tries to persuade Jane to side with the black wing, but she reminds him that as the ruling class, she must remain neutral. In the castle, one of the Homoncules
wakes up and escapes from his pipe. Astolo encounters Homonculos and takes him to Chiron for treatment. Chiron heals Homoncules but warns him that there are only three years left to live. Kals speaks to Frankenstein's monster, determining that his ambition is to resemble him to be able to live with it. Calles reveals that her ambition is to protect her sister
Fiore. Chiron tells Fiore that his dream is to reclaim his immortality, while Fiore admits he simply wants to heal his legs to the cup so he can walk without having to sacrifice Magical ability. Sisigo and Muard are resting in a nearby castle where Shiro warns them that Spartacus is attacking the castle. The Black Wing is aware of Spartacus' approach, beginning
preparations for a confrontation with him in battle. 4Price of Life, Redemption of DeathTranscription: Nama no Daishō, Shi no Tsugunai (Japanese: ⽣の代償'死の償い)July 23, 2017 (2017-07-23) Spartacus continues his advance on the Yggdmillenia castle, with Achilles and Atalanta keeping a close eye on him. The black wing then engages Spartacus and is
able to keep him motionless, and Darnik intends to try and turn him back on his side. Siegfried and Frankenstein's monster are sent to attack Achilles and Atalanta but Achilles are easily able to keep both on their own. Believing that Zigrid is prolonging the fight because he enjoys battle, Gordes impulsically uses a command spell to force Siegfried to use his
noble Balmong fantasm, but is forced by Darnik to use the second command spell to overturn the order. Chiron then joins the battle, forcing Achilles and Atalanta to withdraw. During the confusion of the battle, Astolefo takes the chance to smuggle Humoncole from the castle, but they are spotted and Gordes and Siegfried are sent to take them. Jane,
meanwhile, is also in the jungle researching post-battle, pointing out how the presence of red masters is unserally weak and that war is a problem. Gordes then takes Homoncules and inadvertently kills him when he tries to defend himself. Ziegrid knocks Gordes out and removes his own heart to give homoncules and save his life. Before fading, Zifried
reveals that his greatest wish was to help someone of his own will thri hour until he was told and did not regret his sacrifice. Jane arrives and promises Siegfried that she will protect Humoncules. 5Will of HeavenTranscription: Ten no Koe (Japanese: 天の声)July 30, 2017 (2017-07-30) After having a dream about encountering a dragon, the Homunculus
awakes to find Jeanne and Astolfo watching over him. After that, the rest of the black wing arrives and tries to retrieve The Hummoncules, but when Jane announces that she is under her protection, they are forced to retreat. The black wing returns to his castle with and Astoolfo is sent to the dungeon for the night as punishment. Kals reflects that Siegfried
defied Gordes because of the pair's poor connection, and Gordes assumed Siegfried was merely a submissive acquaintance. Darnik then receives news that Jack the Ripper went rogue in Siggisura, sending Fiore and Chiron to investigate. Cissigo and Ard also receive orders from the Meij Association to go to Sigiswara. Jean escorts Humonculos, who
decides to name himself in honor of Siegfried 'Zig' and put him in the care of a local She advises Zig, who is now free to make her own choices about how to live before taking her leave. Yet Jane knows from a prophetic perspective that Zig is doomed to death on the battlefield and that he resolves his determination to fight to change his destiny. Meanwhile,
Shiro is approaching the Red Masters, claiming that the Red Faction has won the war and asking them to return their command spells to him. 6Knight of RebellionTranscription: Hangyaku no Kishi (Japanese: 叛逆の騎⼠)August 6, 2017 (2017-08-06) In the past, it is known that Aboutard led the rebellion against King Arthur because of Arthur's refusal to
recognize him as a worthy child or heir to the throne, and as a result, Hedard was killed by Arthur. Sisigo and Caserd are currently reaching the city of Sigiswara to investigate a string of serial killings targeting mags. Inspecting the bodies, Sisigo points out that the hearts of the victims are missing and suggests that the killer is a khademi who is harvesting the
life force of the fly. At Yggmillenia Castle, Darnik's sacrifice of useless Gordes now sees the heart for Avicebron's final golem. Kals decides to leave herself to follow Fiore, while Selnick wonders why Astoolfo is so interested in Zig. In the church, Semiramis completes the hung gardens of Babylon, and Shiro decides it is time for the Red Faction to launch its
attack. Later that night, Cicigo uses himself as bait to lure Jack the Ripper, and Edard engages with him. Chiron and Fiore, however, intervene in the battle, forcing Jack the Ripper to withdraw. Caserd clashes with Chiron in battle, where they are both able to injure each other. Sisigo battles Fiore and manages to corner him and shoots a shotgun explosion
that he can't avoid. 7Where Freedom LiesTranscription: Jiyū no Arika (Japanese: ⾃由の在処)August 13, 2017 (2017-08-13) Fiore is saved when Caules blocks Sisigou's attack. Chiron, however, warns them that he is at a weak spot fightingArd and they are retreating. Sisigo and Edard also leave, calling it a lottery. Jack the Ripper, meanwhile, eats his last
Meij heart to recover from his wounds, deciding to head to triphus to find more megs. Jane goes to church to investigate the Red Wing but finds out they have already left. With his supervisor, Zig discusses the true nature of freedom, reflecting on what he wants to do. Semiramis eventually completes the hanging gardens of Babylon, which acts as a giant
flying castle to help them storm the castle of Igdmilinia. Jean follows the Red Wing as they leave. As the gardens hang close to the castle, the black wing gathers its forces to defend against the red wing attack. Zig decides to leave the battlefield and has finally discovered his goal. 8 Start of The War Writing: Kaysenno-No-NoRoshi (Japanese): The Red Wing
begins its attack on Yggdmillenia Castle, Atalanta and Carna face Vlad, who manages to hold his own against the two servants. Achilles confronts Kyron and reluctantly realizes he has to fight his old teacher. In the hanging gardens, Shiro decides to personally participate in the battle, stating that if God doesn't really want him to succeed, then he will be
defeated. However, if he succeeds, then that means God has blessed his desire to use the Cup to bring world peace. Astolopo rides his hippogriff and attacks the hanging gardens, and Semiramis activates the castle's defenses. Jean reaches the battlefield but is surrounded by red-wing mignons. Zig, too, arrives on the battlefield, helping a wounded
humoncool and tells him he intends to infiltrate the castle and release all the other Humoncoly, as Astolefo and Siegfried do for him. Sisigo and Mandred arrive by car, and Mandred gets furious that they have lost the start of the battle. Oykeberon persuades Spartacus to join the Black Wing and release him for the fight. Frankenstein's monster chases some
red-wing mignons into the woods and encounters Shiro, who asks him to join the red wing instead. 9Hundreds of Flames and Hundreds of FlowersTranscription: Hyaku no Honō to Hyaku no Hana (Japanese: 百の焔と百の華)August 27, 2017 (2017-08-27) Darnic observes the Grail and reminisces how he stole it from Fuyuki. Outside, Shiro is able to fight
Frankenstein's monster to a halt while Schpeer observes. Astolopo tries to attack the hanging gardens but is shot by the magic of Semiramis. Achilles is seriously starting to battle Chiron, suggesting he has learned skills that Chiron has never taught him. Karna continues to battle Vlad while Atalanta is forced to fight Spartacus. He unleashes his noble fantasm
on him, but absorbs the attack and begins to leap. In the castle, Zig manages to free all the Homoncoly and arrange for them to escape. He then sees Astoolfo falling from the sky and going there to help. Astoulfo survives the crash and faces Mandred, who begins a battle with him. Jean senses Shiro's presence and decides to pursue him despite Samiramis'
best effort to stop him. Shiro, who has warned of Jean's approach, retreats and traps Frankenstein's monster in illusion. Frakenstein's monster breaks, but is damaged from experience, requiring Caules to use the steering spell to calm him down. Shiro then instructs Atalanta to lure the highly mutated Spartacus to Jane. Darnik then goes out to finish the battle.
In one post credits scene, Caserd beats Astolefo, but before he can finish him off, Zig arrives and challenges Mandred. 10Scattered FlowerTranscription: Hana to Chiru (Japanese: 花と散る)September 3, 2017 (2017-09-03) Sieg attempts to save From Ardard but easily defeated him. Frankenstein's monster then intervenes, but easily fails From The Caserd
as well. Sig tries to attackArd again, and he responds by killing him. Frankenstein's monster uses its noble fantasm with no other choice, sacrificing itself in an attempt to kill Edard but surviving the explosion. In the process, Zig's body is struck by a screw of lightning. Jack the Ripper, meanwhile, kills several Homoncules to return his energy. In his mind, Zig
meets Siegfried, who asks him what he dreams of. Zig wishes he had the power to save even one person, inheriting siegfried power. The zig is then revived in the form of siegfried, and begins to fight Aboutdred. Shiro observes the events and surmis that Zig is possessed by the Siegfried spirit and bestows him the power of the level of service, but such a
transformation can only last for a few minutes. After realizing they were both in the same impasse, both Zig and Meard abandoned their noble fantasms towards each other, creating a huge explosion. 11 Eternal Brilliance: Eien no Kagayaki (Japanese: 永遠の輝き) September 10, 2017 (2017-09-10) Atalanta directs a highly mutated Spartacus to Jan.
Spartacus, however, draws attention to the explosion caused by the collision of Noble Zig and Meyd fantasms. Zig weakens with attack and returns to his regular form, and Spartacus attacks Muard before he can finish him. The case makes Spartacus in half, which rebuilds him and makes his body unstable. Caserd is stepping down at Sisigo's behest. Karna
and Vlad will continue to fight each other until Karna is ordered to withdraw. Jane follows Spartacus and encounters zig and astoulfo as Spartacus's body over-loads and explodes. Jane is forced to use her noble fantasm to protect Zig and Astoolfo. Meanwhile, Shiro is taking advantage of the distraction caused by the explosion to steal the Grand Cup from
the castle. Vlad, Chiron and Avicibron ride the hanging gardens and are met by Carna, Achilles and Atalanta. Karna and Vlad clash again, but now that Vlad is no longer fighting on Romanian soil, his power is greatly weakened. Darnik is reminimining about how Vlad's dream is to erase dracula's myth of existence, and how Vlad warned him that he would not
be forced to use his true noble fantasm. Darnik prepares his commanding spells by seeing that there is no way to win Vlad against Karna in these circumstances. 12The Holy Man Returns TriumphantTranscription: Seijin no Gaisen (Japanese: 聖⼈の凱旋)September 17, 2017 (2017-09-17) Darnic uses his Command Spells to force Vlad to transform into his
vampire form, and then merges his own soul with Vlad's to seize control of his body. Jean then arrives and realizes that Darnik will destroy the vampire if he acquires the world So he hires Carna, Achilles, Atalanta, Oykebron and Chiron to form a temporary ceasefire to defeat Darnik. Meanwhile, on his return to the castle, Fiore is in charge in Darnik's absence
and tries to re-collect what remains of the black wing forces. In the hanging gardens, the combined power of the gathered heroes begins to gain the upper hand against Darnik, but the servants of the Red Wing become incapacitated when their mana is cut off. Darnik uses the opportunity to run for the Cup while Jane tries to follow. Darnik then arrives at the
chapel where he encounters Shiro. Shiro easily destroys Darnik, pointing out how Darnik's becoming a vampire makes him vulnerable to the sacred weapons of Shiro. Jean then takes over and is shocked to see Shreve, whom he knows as the maid of the ruling class of the Fuyuki Cup war sixty years ago, Emmakosa Shiro Tokiseda. When Jane asks Shiro
what she plans, she replies that she wants to save all human beings. 12.5The Beginning of the Great Holy Grail War ArcTranscription: Seihai Taisen Kaimaku-hen (Japanese: 聖杯⼤戦開幕編)September 24, 2017 (2017-09-24) A recap of the first 12 episodes. 13The Last MasterTranscription: Saigo no Masutā (Japanese: 最後のマスタe)October 1, 2017
(2017-10-01) Sieg and Astolfo reunite and discover Sieg has Command Spells now, but are interrupted by Celenike. He uses his command spells to force Astoolfo to kill Sig, but he himself is killed by Edard before Astoolfo can carry out the order. With the death of Master Astoolfo, Zig contracts Astoulfo and bes his new master. In the hanging gardens, Shiro
tells Jean that he intends to use the cup to save humanity and will destroy anyone on his way. Because Shiro has all the command spells of the Red Wing, Karna, Achilles, and Atalanta reluctantly stand. Oykebron accepts Shiro's offer to surrender and joins him, provided the procedure is not harmed. Jean and Chiron refuse to join Shreve, and when Cased
arrives they are rescued and create distractions and reveal that he and Sicigo have also decided to oppose Shreve. In the castle, Fiore, Kals and Gordes confront the rescued Homoncoly when Zig intervenes and plan to negotiate with the Black Wing by levering his status as Astoolfo master. Fiore is then interrupted by a report from Chiron warning him about
Oichibron's infidelity. Roche, who is unaware of the switching of Oichibron's sides, meets him by the lake and brings the special item he requested. 14Prayer of SalvationTranscription: Kyūsei no Inori (Japanese: 救世の祈り)October 8, 2017 (2017-10-08) As the garden hangs flying away, Jane returns to the castle and asks Zig if she is really ready to join the
Cup War. Sig re-elected himself, and Jane reluctantly accepts her status as a master. Meanwhile, Avicebron uses the method as the kernel for Golem Keter Malkuth and activate it, intend to use it to bring redemption to mankind. After that, Ovicibron leads the attack on the castle to Golem. Jeanne, Zig, Astoolfo, Chiron and Fiore attempt to mount a defence,
and Chiron Oichbron kills but Golm continues his attack. Jean realizes that Golem is slowly transforming the surrounding area into Eden, and if enough is left alone to complete his transformation, it will become unstoppable. On Chiron's recommendation, she summons Jane Ardred, who agrees to help them. While Jeanne, Chiron and Astolefo distract Gulm,
Zig becomes Siegfried, and both he and Medd simultaneously hit Gulm with their noble fantasms. Glam drowns and goes away from the combined attack. Fiore then meets with Sisigo and they agree to a temporary ceasefire. 15 Different redirects: Michi wa Chigae do (Japanese: 道は違えど)15 October 2017 (2017-10-15) Achilles, Atalanta and Karna
confront Shiro, who explains that their former masters are still alive and imprisoned. The three servants reluctantly agree to follow Shiro. Achilles reveals his ambition is to live again as a hero, Atalanta wants all the children in the world to be loved, and Karna is simply willing to battle Siegfried again. Shiro acknowledges their demands and decides to tell them
exactly how he intends to achieve his salvation from humanity. In the castle, Jane, Sisigo and the remnants of the black wing agree to work together to stop Shiro. Chiron privately warns Kals that Fiore's empathy may make him unfamiliar to governing Igdminia, but Kals promises to be there to help him. Jean gives Sisigou an additional steering spell as he
pays for Godard's help with Avicebron, and he gives Sieg two more steering spells, warning him never to use the third steering spell of no one knows what will happen to him if it disappears. Later, Cissigo tells Aboutard how his family is cursed and his family line will die with him. In addition, her stepdaughter had also died because of the curse. Caserd
assumes Cissigo will use the cup to lift the curse, and he discloses to him that he is actually going to steal the cup from both the red and black flanks while fighting each other. Gordes comes across the clinic where the injured Homonculy is being treated, and begins to contemplate his past actions. Atalanta asks Schpeier why he helps Shiro, and he responds
that he is interested in the Shiro fight. Shiro stands in front of the cup and promises to sacrifice everything until his wish is fulfilled. 16Jack the RipperTranscription: Jakku za Rippā (Japanese: ジャック'ザ'リッパ)October 22, 2017 (2017-10-22) In Trifas, Jack the Ripper tortures a mage until he agrees to tell her what she wants to hear. Satisfied, Jack the
Ripper rips Meij's heart. Meantime It still gets into trouble with Zig's participation in the war when he sees him fall. Chiron conducts an examination and reveals that Zig's operation to turn into siegfried is taking a toll on his body, and that frequent use may eventually kill him. However, Zig does not bother with this news, as he is willing to sacrifice his life to
protect others. Jeanne and Astolefo then meet Fiore, who ask them to help track down Jack the Ripper, who indiscriminately kill flies, including those belonging to the Igdminia family. Jeanne, Asulfo, Chiron and Culz go inside The Trifus to examine the bodies of Jack the Ripper's victims and realize that one of the victims knows how to bypass the castle's
magical defenses. As servants rush back to the castle, Fiore is attacked by Jack the Ripper, and he narrowly saved by intervention from Zig, who saved Jack the Ripper's senses long enough for others to reach. Jack the Ripper is forced to withdraw, and everyone agrees that he must be dealt with before they can make their move against Shreve.
17TräumereiTranscription: Toroimerai (Japanese: トロイメライ)October 29, 2017 (2017-10-29) Sieg and Jeanne head into Trifas to act as decoys in an effort to lure out Jack and Ripper and her master, Reika Rikudo. Fiore tells them that Rika was supposed to be used as a victim by original master Jack Ripper, but Jack the Ripper instead turned him on.
Jane uses the opportunity to show Zig around the city and teach her to interact with humans, and it is shown that she has begun to develop feelings towards her. In dangle gardens, Achilles asks Shiro if he has really abandoned his hatred of the people responsible for his death, and Shiro responds that he has thrown away his hatred for his wish. This answer
seems to satisfy Achilles, though Semiramis fears his motives. In Trifas, Jack the Ripper and Rika attempt to ambush Sig and Jane, but are thwarted when Chiron lurks instead. As Jack the Ripper and Rika attempt to escape, Rika notices Atalanta hitting an arrow at jack the Ripper and sacrificing himself by taking a shot instead. With his dying ego, Rika uses
the spells of his remaining command to order Jack the Ripper to live without him. The whole area then sinks into a mist and sees its zig moved to London Victoria, where it encounters a younger version of Jack the Ripper. 18From HellTranscription: Furomu Heru (Japanese: フロム'ヘル)November 5, 2017 (2017-11-05) Zig, Jane, and Atalanta are transferred
to a nightmare version of Victorian London created by Jack the Ripper, where they learn that Jack the Ripper is not a real person, but instead integrates all the ghosts of children who were victimized and killed in the Victorian era. Atalanta, remembers how she was abandoned by her birth parents Being adopted and wanting to create a world where children
are loving, side with ghosts and try to protect them from Jeanne, who believes the only way to free ghosts is to destroy them. The spirits agree to let Jane destroy them, and she uses her power to purify them. Atalanta then attacks Jean and gets furious that he didn't try to save the children, but is chased by Chiron and Astolopo. Sig shakes after witnessing
the atrocities that humans are capable of, but Jane tries to reassure her by reminding her that humans also have the ability to love others. Speier then looks at the audience (breaking wall 4) and announces that the story will now focus on the clash between Jean and Shiro, wondering what role Sig will play in future battles. 19Dawn of the EndTranscription:
Owari no Asa (Japanese: 終わりの朝)November 12, 2017 (2017-11-12) Jeanne and the Yggdmillenia faction begin to plan for their assault on the Hanging Gardens, though the only way to access it would be by plane. Astoolfo points out that his noble fantasm can protect them from the garden's magical defenses, but will only work on a moonless night. The



next new month is in three days, endangering the hanging gardens that will leave Romania's airspace until then. Fiore is forced to choose between leaving immediately, ensuring heavy casualties, or waiting three days and potentially being allowed to flee Shiro. She decides to wait three days but realizes that her kindness makes her so unsymed to be the
leader of Yggdmillenia, so she moves her magic crown to Kals. Sig and Astolefo, meanwhile, visit Trifas and running to Mead. Sig, who is still in trouble over what he saw in Jack the Ripper's illusion, asks Ederd whether humans are worth protecting. Caserd simply replies that there is no right or wrong choice, but Zig continues to be in trouble. After that, both
Jean and Shiro factions prepare for the final battle. 19.5The Disturbance of the Great Holy Grail War ArcTranscription: Seihai Taisen Dōran-hen (Japanese: 聖杯⼤戦動乱編)November 18, 2017 (2017-11-18) A recap from episodes 13 to 19. 20Soar Through the SkyTranscription: Sora o Kakeru (Japanese: 空を駆ける)November 25, 2017 (2017-11-25)
Jeanne, Sieg, Astolfo, Chiron, Fiore, and Caules depart to assault the Hanging Gardens. Jean and Chiron will attract the attention of enemy maids while Zig and Astoulfo dismantle the hung garden defenses and allow Fiore and Calles to ride it. Shiro, meanwhile, is preparing to enter the cup to take the next step on his plan. Before doing so, though, he uses
the spell of command to instruct Speier not to write his story as a tragedy. Semiramis then sees Jean's approach and begins organizing the defense of hung gardens. Achilles and Atalanta are first sent out, Achilles engage Chiron while Atalanta follows Atalanta, who is still furious about destroying Jack the Ripper's Soul Jean, decides to attack him directly in
a close fight. Achilles initially have an advantage over Chiron because of his chariot, but Chiron is able to deactivate the chariot and force Achilles to fight him on even terms. Chiron then asks why Achilles will follow Shiro, because his wish to save all humanity is impossible. Achilles, however, points out to Chiron that Shiro will use the cup to rewrite reality
itself to achieve his dream. Inside the cup, Shiro resists the temptation to succumb to his hatred and despair, reminding himself that he has discarded his feelings. Then he reaches the feeling of heaven and meets the physical embodiment of the cup, where he tells him that he wants to realize the whole spirit of humanity. 21Antares SnipeTranscription:
Tenkatsu Issha (Japanese: 天蠍⼀射)December 2, 2017 (2017-12-02) Chiron and Achilles continue their battle against each other. Sig and Astoulfo, meanwhile, are starting to attack the hung garden defence. Empowered by the new moon, Astolopo uses one of his noble fantasms to negate Samiramis' magical attacks. Semiramis instructs Karna to stop
them, and Zig resorts to turning himself into Siegfried to keep him off. Astoulfo uses his latest energy to destroy the last defence of hung gardens. Semiramis arrives to finish him off, but when the haircut arrives and engages with him, he hangs up. Abroad, Achilles trap themselves and Chiron in a changed reality in which none of them can use their noble
fantasms and must rely on their fighting ability. Both sides engage in hand-to-hand combat, where they are almost evenly matched, but Achilles ultimately end up victorious. Fanny-injured Chiron reveals that he set a trap for Achilles, hit his heel with an arrow and renounced his immortality. Before passing, Chiron makes a final appeal to Achilles to give one of
his noble fantasms to one of the blacks. Nearby, Atalanta continues to attack Jane and resorts to transforming herself in a best way. In the hanging gardens, Astoolfo regains consciousness and is met by Achilles who decide to leave something to Astoolfo. 22Reunion and FarewellTranscription: Saikai to Betsuri (Japanese: 再会と別離)December 9, 2017
(2017-12-09) Jeanne and Atalanta continue to battle, with Jeanne barely able to hold her own against Atalanta's new bestial form. Achilles then intervenes and decides to fight Atalanta B to save him from the dark path he chose. Jane continues to find Shiro. Meanwhile, Zig's time limit on his transformation is over, though Karna makes a request for him and
Kals to be rescued to the red lords who are still being held hostage by Shiro. Kales adds a condition that if the Red Masters are saved, then Karna will ask Sieg if she can't beat him before his next. Expires. Kals rounds away the Red Masters, and Sieg and Karna battle again. At first, both opponents prove equally matched until Karna decides to give up her
final noble fantasm. Zig is unable to fend off the attack but is rescued by Astoolfo, who uses the Achilles shield (which Achilles left to As tolfo to meet Chiron's request) to protect them from a Carna attack. Zig then benefits from the opening and beats Karna by stabbing her in the chest. Karna congratulates Zig on his victory, warning him that Speier left a trap
for Jane before fading away. Achilles and Atalanta continue to battle, and while Achilles are successful in forcing Atalanta into its regular form, the battle leads to the mortal wounding of both maids to each other. As they fade, Atalanta expresses sadness for Achilles sacrificing his life to take him away, while Achilles are happy to be able to get through it with
no regrets. Jean encounters Semiramis but allows Jane to go ahead without a fight knowing that she will be eliminated by Dame Thumbpier. 23Going BeyondTranscription: Kanata e To (Japanese: 彼⽅へと)December 16, 2017 (2017-12-16) Mordred and Sisigou confront Semiramis and begin to battle. However, Semiramis quickly gained the upper hand,
debilitating Caserd with a powerful poison. He then suggests that if he lights up Sisigo, he will pass John Mandred. Meard reflects on his past and realizes that he didn't really want to be king to usurp King Arthur. Instead, his true intention was to free his father from being a king who needed to sacrifice all emotions and humanity. Sisigo arrives and runs the
Caserd antidote to re-tackle Sam Semiramis and The Merdard Attacks, and Sisigo provides a distraction. Caserd is capable of killing Semiramis, but Sisigo is mortally injured. She points out that during the battle she realized that her true dream was to bring her daughter to life while destroying her family curse. Despite Cissigo's advice for a contract with
another professor, Ederd chooses death by his side. Astoulfo and Sieg continue after gin but Astoulfo gets caught in the magical trap, forcing Sig to continue on his own. Jean confronts Speier, who traps him in hallucinations and taunts him with memories of his past as well as his contradictory feelings for Sig. Speier then summons another maid, Zhyl Doe,
the boss of one of Jean's comrades. Hil points to the inherent contradiction in Jean that he wants to treat all human beings equally, however it gives Zig special treatment. Jane is unable to admit that she loves Zig, suffers from mental breakdown. 24The Holy Grail WarTranscription: Seihai Sensō (Japanese: 聖杯戦争)December 23, 2017 (2017-12-23) Shiro
emerges from the Grail, explaining to Jeanne that he plans to materialize all of humanity's souls to they can exist without Body, so eliminate all conflicts and achieve your redemption. Then Zig arrives and argues that humans are not inherently evil and always fight their dark sides. Jane comes to her senses, and realizes that Shiro forces her redemption over
humanity to steal them from her potential only by incapacitated by them from change. He persuades Geil to fight for him again and sacrifices himself to protect Jane as she abandons her second noble fantasm, La Puccil. As she sings her attack, Jane finally accepts her feelings for Sig. Shiro is barely able to prevent gin attack and loses his arm in the
process. Jane, who had used all her power, fades and left Latia behind, the girl she had, but not before reassuring Sig that they would meet again. Astolopo and Kalz arrive but are blocked by a severely injured Semiramis. Angry with Shiro, Zig engages with him in sword fighting and manages to fight him on equal terms despite having no command spell to
use Siegfried's power. Calles then discovers that Zig has been carrying part of the power of frankenstein's monster since he was hit by a bolt of lightning from his explosive tree attack. While Shiro is able to severely injure Zig, he takes Zig Shiro and begins his explosive tree attack, both of which are in a massive explosion. 25ApocryphaTranscription:
Apokurifa (Japanese: アポクリファ)December 30, 2017 (2017-12-30) In the aftermath of the explosion, Semiramis is able to spirit Shiro away, but the both of them are mortally wounded. Shiro admits his defeat, as well as Samiramis's feelings towards him before they both die. Zig and Astoulfo wake up to find themselves inside the cup, where he wishes
them well. Unable to counter Shiro's wish to give all humanity immortality, Sieg is instead willing to turn himself into a dragon so he can carry the trophy towards the reverse of the world, then an alternative in which the magic of the cup will not affect humanity. Astoulfo reluctantly leaves after Zig gives him his last order, which is to bring joy to other people.
Astologo, Kals and Latia escape the hanging gardens as it collapses, witnessing Sieg throwing away the trophy. Speier also sees this, and inspired by vision, finally writing the conclusion to his story before it ends. After the war ends, the Association accepts Meij Kals back in its ranks for its role in stopping Shiro, Fiore stops being Meij and enters rehab to
reclaim the use of his legs, Latia returns home and Astologo leaves the adventure to carry out Zig's last order. An undisclosed amount of time later, Jane's spirit manages to reach the reverse side of the universe, where she reunites with Sieg and transforms her into a human form again. Before leaving together in ار وا  هک  دیوگ  یم  گیز  هب  تیاهن  رد  نیج  دیدج ، رفس 
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